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KYBERNETIKA- VOLUME 17 (1981), NUMBER 5 
ON SOME FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FROM ADDITIVE 
AND NONADDITrVE MEASURES — IV 
PL. KANNAPPAN 
The paper deals with functional equation connected with the Shannon entropy, the entropy 
of degree /? and others. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with a functional equation connected with the Shannon entropy, 
the entropy of degree fi and others. There are so many algebraic properties which 
are satisfied by them. Various systems of axioms were used, in literature, to charac-
terize them. 
Let A„ = {P = (p1, ..., pn)jpi ^ 0, Y,Pt = 1} t>
e t n e s e t °f a ' l finite complete 
discrete probability distributions on a given partition of the sure event Q into n 
events Eu ...,E„. In 1948 Shannon [11] introduced the measure of information 
(1) Hn(P)= - t P. log P . , PeA„ 
i= I 
known as Shannon's entropy. In 1967 Havrda and Charvat [5] proposed as a quanti-
tative measure of the classification or an entropy of the experiment, the entropy of 
degree ft 
t p ? - l 
(2) H"^ = if^rzj> PeA- ^ + 1 ) -
Some of the algebraic properties satisfied by these measures are symmetry, branching 
or recurrence relation and expansibility. From these algebraic properties one obtains 
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the sum representation [10], viz. H„(P) = Ef(p.-), H%(P) = Jj(Pi)- lt i s evident 
that whereas the Shannon entropy is additive, the entropy of degree /? is nonadditive. 
Thus, in the case of Shannon's entropy, the sum representation together with the 
property of additivity leads to the study of the functional equation 
(3) i i/M = if(*,) + if(yj) 
i=ij=i ; = i j=i 
(x = (XJ) e A„, y = (yj) e A,„), while in the case of the entropy of degree /?, the sum 
representation and the nonadditivity, lead to the study of the functional equation 
(4) i i fayj) = X <?(*.) + I g(yj) + - E *(*,) I fa), 
t=ij=i i j i j 
(c = (21_ /? - l ) _ 1 ) . So, a characterization of (l) or (2) can be achieved by solving 
(3) or (4). In this paper we solve the functional equation 
(5) i if fay j) = i gM + i hj(yj) + i kt(Xi) i ^ 
i = l J = l i = l J=l i = l j - 1 
(x = (*;) e A„, y = (yj) e Am), which includes (3) and (4) as special cases. Further, 
in the case of non-symmetric entropies, the sum representation together with the 
property of additivity leads to the study of the above equation (5) (refer to [4]). 
Usually (3) and (4) were solved [3, 1, 2, 6] under the hypothesis of continuity and the 
equations holding for all positive integers m, n. Recently (3) and (4) were studied 
in [7] for fixed m and n, under the condition of measurability of the functions 
involved. Along the same lines, we solve the functional equation (5) holding for some 
(arbitrary but) fixed pair (m, n) when the functions involved are all Lebesgue measur-
able, using simple methods adopted in [8] and show that the solutions indeed depend 
upon the pair m, n and these solutions may lead to the study of more information 
measures. 
2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION (5) 
In order to solve (5), we make use of the following two results [9, 12]. Let / = 
= [0, 1], It = ]0, 1]. We follow the convention 0 log 0 = 0, 0" = 0, l" = 1. 
Result 1. [9] Let GU:I x J -> R (reals) (i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2 , . . . . m) be 
measurable in each variable and satisfy the functional equation 
(6) i iGfa,yj) = 0 
; = i j = i 
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(x = (XJ) e A„, y = (yj) e Am) holding for some fixed m, n ( ^ 3). Then G,7 are given 
by 
(7) G0.(x, y) = G;,(x, 0) - f Gn(x, 0) y + Gtj{0, y) -
~ t Gkj(0, y)x + t Gkj(0, 0) x + f G;,(0, 0) y -
k=i k=i ; = i 
- E I Gkl(0, 0) xy - Go.(0, 0), 
i = i i = i 
i = 1,2, .... n ; ;" = 1, 2, ..., m . 
Result 2. [12] Let F, G,H,K,L:S-+C (complex numbers) satisfy 
(8) F(xy) = G(x) + H(y) + K(x) L(y) 
where S is an arbitrary Abelian semigroup which has a fixed element 'a' such that 
a . x = b is solvable for every b e S. Then the general solutions of (8) are the 
following: 
, , (F(x) = 0(x) + a, , G(x) = <2>(x) - a3 K(x) + a2 + \a, , 
\H(x) = <2>(x) + ( ia t ) - a2,K, arbitrary, L(x) = a3 ; 
(F(x) = a, W(x) + <P(x) + a2 , G(x) = a3 <P(x) + <P(x) + a4 , 
(b) \ H(x) = a5 W(x) + <?(x) + a6 , K(x) = a7 «F(x) + a8 , 
U(x) = «9 V(x) + a10 , 
with a1 = a7a9, a3 + a 7 a j 0 = 0 = a5 + a8a9, a2 = a4 + a6 + a8a10 ; 
!
F(x) = at $
2(x) + a2 $(x) + ^ ( x ) + a 3 , G(x) = ax <P
2(x) + $.(x) + a 4 , 
H(x) = a, <2>2(x) + a5 <Z>(x) + <Px(x) + a6 , K(x) = 2a. «P(x) + a7 , 
L(x) = <P(x) + a8 
with a2 = 2a ta8 = a5 + a7 , a3 = a4 + a6 + a8a7 ; 
where <P, <Pt and respectively W satisfy 
(9) 4>(xy) = <Z>(x) + *(y) , 
(10) •F(xy) = «P(x) !P(j) , x, y e S; 
and, (a') which is obtained from (a) by interchanging G«-» H and K *-* L, (the 
interchange of G <-* H and K <-> L in (b), (c) do not produce any new solution). 
Now, we will determine all the measurable solutions of (5). Let ftJ, gt, hj, kh lj 
:I -> R (i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1,2,..., JM) be measurable and satisfy the functional 
equation (5) for a fixed pair m, n (^ 3). 
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By setting 
(11) Gu(x, y) = fu(xy) - y gt(x) - x hj(y) - kt(x) lj(y), 
for x, y el, it is easy to see that (5) can be transformed into (6) and that Gu is mea­
surable in each variable. Hence, by Result 1, (7) holds with 
G,.,(x, 0) = dtJ - cjx - dj kt(x) 
Gu(0, y) = du - bty - e, l/y) 
GtJ(0, 0) - du - etdj, 
where 
(12) du~fu(0), bt = gt(0), cj = hJ(0), et = kt(0), dJ=lJ{0). 
Thus, from (7), (11) and (12) results 
ft/xy) - du + (i i dkr - i ek i dr) xy = 
fc=lr=l k=\ r=l 
- ybfc) -bi + thx + i dr(kt(x) - e,)] + 
k=l r = l 
+ AHy) -cj + i cry + i ek(lj(y) - d,)] + (kt(x) - e,) (lj(y) - dj), 
r = l fc=l 
for x, y el, which by defining 
FU(X) = (Mz^u + H dkr -ieki dr 
X fc=lr=t k=\ r=l 
(13) 
9i(x) -bi + Z dr(k{x) - et) „ 
Gť(x) = t=i + X bk 
X k=l 
ЪÁ*)-°J + ì'M*)-äj) ш 
Hj{x) = щ + Z Cr 
Ki(x) = M ^ , L,(x) = M í l - df 
for xeli, (i = 1,2,..., n; j = 1,2,..., m) can be rewritten in the form (8): 
(14) Fu(xy) = G;(x) + Hj(y) + K((x) L/y) , x,yel,. 
Thus Result 2 can be applied to determine the solutions of (5). Since ftJ, gp ht, kt, lj 
are measurable, so are Ftj, Gh Hj, Kh Lj, which in turn implies the measurability 
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of 4>, <2>! satisfying (9) and ¥ satisfying (10). So, <£>, # 1 ; *F occurring in (a), (b), (c), 
(a') are of the form 
(15) <f>(x) = a log x , <P,(x) = b log x , f(x) = j - * " J or = 0 , 
where a, b, p are real constants. 
Thus, the solution of (14) corresponding to (a) has the form 
Fu(x) = a log x + «j , G,(x) = a log x — a3 2£f(x) + a2 + •2-a1 
Hj(x) = a log x + ( i a j - a2, Kt arbitrary, Lj(x) = a3 
for i = 1,2,..., «, ;' = 1, 2, ..., m, x e / j . By fixing i and allowing j to vary, it is 
easy to see that a3 and a are independent of;'. But a., a2 will be functions of i and j . 
Thus the solution of (14) corresponding to (a) has the form 
\Fu(x) = a log x + /?; + y3, Gt(x) = a log x - a3 fc,(x) + /3,-
[i?;(x) = a log x + }>j, Kt arbitrary, Lj(x) = a3 
for i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1,2,..., m. 
Then the solution of (5), from (13), (14), (15) and (16) has the form 
(16) 
0 
fu(x) - ax log x + (ßi + УІ - £ E <**, + I eŁ £ dr) x + <řy , 
t = l r = l k=ì r = l 
đ i (x) = ax log x + (ß, - £ fcfc - a3 ВД - £ d . l Э Д ) x + b . , 
fc=» 1 r = l 
hj(x) = ŰX log x + (yj - a 3 £
 et ~ E cг) * + c ; . 
k=l r = l 
[ /c,(x) = xK{x) + et, lj(x) = a 3x + d}, 
for x e J 1 ; i = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2,..., m, where iC; is arbitrary. It is easy to see 
from (12) that ( a j also holds for x = 0. Thus, (a t ) constitutes a solution of (5), 
where X,- is an arbitrary function and a, /?,-, yJt a3, d,/s, fcj's, c/s, d/s, e/s are arbitrary 
constants. 
Similarly, from the corresponding solution (a') of (14), (13) and (15), we obtain 
the following solution of (5): 
(•І) 
fu(x) - ax log x + (fit + yj - £ Z < + Z ek £ dr) x + du 
k=l r = l l t= i r = i 
gh) = ax log x + (ßi- aъŢJdr-Yjbk)x+ bt 
' r = l fc=l 
hj(x) = ax log x + (yj - Z cr - a 3 L/x) - £ Єk Lj(x)) x + Cj 
r=í k=l 
Цx) = a 3x + ЄІ , lj(x) = x Lj(x) + dj 
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for XEI, i ~ 1, 2 , . . . , n, j ~ 1, 2 , . . . , m, where L,- is an arbitrary function and 
a, /?,-, •yJ., a3, dtj, bh ch dj and e; are arbitrary constants. 
Similarly, from the corresponding solutions (b) and (c) of (14), (15), (12) and (13), 
the following solutions of (5) can be obtained: 
ftj(x) = aijx" + ax log x + (y;; - £ Y dkr + £ efc £ <*,) x + d y 
l = l r = l 1 1 
<?,(*) - (T.- ~ I>< I <*r) *" + «* log x + (<S; - £ 6fc - a8 £ dr) x + ft,. 
I i I 
/jjx) = (Aj - Ej £ ek) x" + ax log x + (B, - a10 £ efc - £ cr) x + Cj 
i I I 
fc;(x) = E^x" + a8x + e, 
2j-(x) = EyX^ + al0x + dj , i = 1,2, ..., n , 7 = 1,2,..., m 
with a y = £.£,, 7,- + D;a10 = 0 = A, + a 8 E ; , 




fJx) = a t A
2 x log2 x + (AAy + b) x log x + ( ? y - £ £ dkr + Y, ek £ </,) x + dy 
i i i i 
g Le) = axA
2x log2 x + (b - 2a,A £ dr) x log x + (E; - £ bk - a-, £ dr) x + bt 
î i i 
^•(x) = a,A2xlog2x + (AsD,- + b - A £ e f c ) x l o g x + (Dj - £ c r - /3j£efc)x + c. 
k;(x) = 2a,Ax log x + a7x + e; 
I/x) = Ax log x + Pjx + dj, i = 1,. . . , n , j = 1,2,..., m ; 
with A; = 2a l r? ; = £>; + a7 , yy = E; + £,- + jB,a7 . 
How about the mixed solutions? Even though it is messy, it can be shown that, 
because of the linear independence of the functions x log x, x log2 x, x, xp (/? +- 1, 0), 
1, the mixed solution cannot occur, unless /? = 1 or 0 in which case A = 0 and the 
solutions are part of (bx) (and (c,)). 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem. Letj0-, gh hj, ku ly. I -+ R (i - 1, 2,..., n; j = 1,2,.... m) be measur-
able. Then, these functions satisfy the functional equation (5), for a fixed pair of 
integers m, n ( g 3) if, and only if, they are given either by (ax) or by (ai) or by (bt) 
of by (cj). 
Remarks. 1. The summations £ £ dkr, £ ek, £ dr etc. appearing in ( a j , (a[), 
k=lk=l r=l r = l 
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(bx) and (Cj) clearly establish the dependency of the solutions of (5) on m and n 
2. F o r example , if ftJ — f, gt — g, h} = h, kt = k, / ; = / in (5), then the solution 
of (5) cor responding to (bx) takes the form 
f(x) = axx
f + ax log x + (a2 + mned - mnd') x + d' 
g(x) = (a3 - a-,md) x
p + ax log x + (a4 — nb - a8nd) x + b 
h(x) = (a5 — agne) x
p + ax log x + (a6 — aione — mc) x + c 
k(x) = anx
f + a 8 x + e , l(x) = a9x
f + a10x + d 
with ax = a 7 a 9 , a 3 + a 7 a 1 0 = 0 = a 5 + a 8 a 9 , a2 = a 4 + a6 + a 8 a 1 0 
a result found in [ 8 ] , which clearly exhibits the dependency of the solut ion on m 
and n. 
(Received March 9, 1981.) 
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